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Coolpo AI Huddle PANA
Transform any room into an immersive meeting space. 
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Coolpo AI Huddle Mini Lite
Your personal camera crew
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Coolpo AI Huddle DeskMate
Provides ultra clear AV meetings
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IGNITE Headset
Unleash your voice any place, amid any noise.
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IGNITE Speakerphone
Immersive Sound Experience 
Enjoy Distortion-free Voice Quality





Resources
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Download CoolpoTools
Customize your own AI.
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Case Studies
Find out what our customers are saying about their Coolpo experiences.
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Blog
You know what to do
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Support
Need help? We have a 24/7 customer service team.
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Report of Hybrid Working
We know what we do.
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2022 Report on Global Hybrid and Remote Work Trends
Take a further look
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Devices bring you to the future of work

Desk Mate
Clear and sound space just as you needed.
[image: video conferencing online]
MINI Lite
Solution for personal/small scale video meetings.
[image: conference room webcam]
PANA
360° All-in-one AI-powered video conference device.
[image: 360 video conference camera]
Voiz
Vioz AI background noise cancellation software.
[image: video conferencing online]



See what our customers say on Trustpilot...




Customer Stories
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I'm amazed by Coolpo's ability to recognize attendees in the meeting
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learn more
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How F360º incorporate Coolpo into Hybrid Learning
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learn more
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Mackinac Center Attests to how the Pana "Works Simply, Everytime“
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learn more
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I can't imagine not having it for meetings.
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learn more
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Coolpo offers better engagement experience during PTA's video conferences
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learn more
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With Coolpo AI Huddle PANA, Hybrid Learning is effcient
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learn more








Recent blogs
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[image: Elevate your virtual meeting with Coolpo Mini Lite's smart auto-framing update. With this smart room camera, experience immersive conferencing like never before]
Coolpo Mini Lite Room Camera Update! Smarter than Ever!
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Meeting Risk of 360 Conference Cameras with Bluetooth and WiFi
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Coolpo Does Not Distribute Through Office Depot Copy












[image: It seems like everywhere you look, someone is talking about artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), and video conferencing cameras. In this blog post, we will explore the basics of AI and ML. We will also discuss some of the ways businesses are using these technologies and how they are benefiting from them. Finally, we will touch on some of the concerns that have been raised about AI and ML.]


Applications and Benefits of AI, ML, and All-In-One Video Conferencing Equipment


[image: Get more about video conference cameras and background noise reduction, the significance of noise reduction, the top 7 noise reduction tactics, and several soundproofing choices.]


Video Conferencing Camera: 7 Ways to Reduce Background Noise


[image: discover the mentoring benefits. You will also discover successful methods for conducting remote mentoring. See the best video conference cameras for mentoring.]
· 4 min read

Why Mentorship Using Video Conference Cameras Important


[image: Read about leveraging video conference camera for advertising so SMBs can create engaging and memorable experiences for their target audience.]


Guide for SMBs on Video Conference Camera for Advertising


[image: Unlock the full potential of your video conferencing setup with our comprehensive guide to integrating Coolpo Pana Tools with Zoom. Learn how to seamlessly navigate the differences between Mac and Windows platforms, ensuring optimal performance and enhanced virtual meetings.]
· 3 min read

Tutorial - A Guide to Coolpo AI Huddle Pana Tools Integration with Zoom


[image: Discover the latest updates in Microsoft Teams. Explore with Coolpo Webcams as Teams promise a revolution in collaboration experiences for and beyond. ]
· 5 min read

Microsoft Teams Video Chat Platform: New Year, New Update


[image: Learn how to optimize your video conferencing experience with our step-by-step guide to adjusting the white balance settings on the Coolpo AI Huddle Pana. Achieve superior color accuracy and clarity effortlessly. Dive in now!]
· 3 min read

Tutorial -  A Step-by-Step Guide to Coolpo AI Huddle Pana White Balance Adjustment


[image: Unlock the full potential of video conferencing with our comprehensive user guide to the Coolpo AI Huddle Pana. From LED indicators to troubleshooting tips, learn how to maximize your conferencing experience effortlessly. Dive in now!]
· 3 min read

Tutorial - A Comprehensive User Guide to Coolpo AI Huddle Pana LED Indicators
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